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1. INTRODUCTION  

Big data is a buzzword,  meaning a massive volume of both structured  and  unstructured  data that is so large it is difficult to 

process using traditional  database and  software techniques. When dealing with larger datasets, organizations face difficulties 

in being able to create, manipulate, and manage big data. Big data is particularly a problem in business analytics because 

standard tools and procedures are not designed to search and analyze massive datasets. Big data analytics examines large 

amounts of data to uncover hidden patterns, correlations and other insights. There exist large amounts of heterogeneous 

digital data. Big data is a term for data sets that are so large or complex that traditional data processing applications are 

inadequate. Big data is about data volume and large data set's measured in terms of petabytes or terabytes. After scrutinizing 

of Bigdata, the data has been launched as Big Data analytics. In this paper, presenting the 5Vs characteristics of big data  and 

technology used to handle big data. 

The requisites of big data comes from the big companies like google , facebook and yahoo.For the purpose of analysis of big 

constitute of data which is unstructured form. Such type of data is very obstreperous to process that contains the billions of 

records of millions people information that includes the web social media ,images, audio, and so on. The paper is divided in 

the following sequence: starting with the introduction  then discuss about the characteristics of  bigdata, various applications 

and components of bigdata based on hadoop technology.  

Characterstics: 

Big data can be characterized by 5 V’s 

 

Volume: There is more data than ever before; its size continues increasing, but not the percent of data that our tools can 

process 

Velocity: Data is arriving continuously as streams of data, and we are interested in obtaining useful information from it in 

real time 

Variety: There are many different types of data, as text, sensor data, audio, video, graph, and more 
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Varacity: The quality of the data being captured can vary greatly.The data accuracy of analysis depends on the veracity of the 

source data. 

Value: Value is the most important aspect of  big data.Though, the  potential  value of  the big data is huge. it is all well and 

good having  access to  bigdata until we can turn it into value  is is become useless. It is become very costly to implement IT 

infrastructure system to store bigdata and businesses are going to require a return on investment. 

 

2. APPLICATIONS OF BIG DATA 

Big data applications solve and analyze real world problems using Hadoop and associated tools. Internet users and machine-

to-machine connections are causing the data growth. Real time areas are defined following in which big data is used: 

 

2.1 Bigdata in Healthcare 

Healthcare practices and policies differ tremendously around the world, there are three objectives regarding healthcare 

system [10]. The first objective is to improve the patient experience (including quality and satisfaction). Second, improving 

overall population health and reducing the cost of health care and third is traditional methods have fallen short to manage 

healthcare and create modern technology to analyze large quantities of information. It is time consuming for clinical staff to 

Collecting massive amounts of data in healthcare. High-performance analytics are new technologies making easier to turn 

massive amounts of data into relevant and critical insights used to provide better care 

 

2.2. Network Security 

Big data is changing the landscape of security technologies. The tremendous role of big data can be seen in network 

monitoring, forensics and SIEM [11]. Present analytical techniques don’t work well at large scales and end up producing 

false positives that their efficacy is undermined and enterprises move to cloud architectures and gather much more data, the 

problem is becoming worse. Big data analytics is an effective solution for processing of large scale information as security is 

major concern in enterprises. Fraud detection is uses for big data analytics. Phone and credit card companies have conducted 

large-scale fraud detection for decades. 

 

2.3. Market and business 

Big Data is the biggest game-changing opportunity for sales and marketing, since 20 years ago the Internet went main stream, 

because of the unprecedented array of insights into customer needs and behaviours it makes possible [12]. According to 

Gartner, 50% internet connection between Internet of things (IoT) devices and number reached over 15 billion in 2011 and 30 

billion by 2020[18]. Some companies are succeeding at turning that Big Data promise into reality.  

Marketing of big data provides a strategic road map for executives who want to clear the chaos and start driving competitive 

advantage and top line growth. Big data reveals customers' behaviour and proven ways to elevate customer experiences. 

These insights to insure your business's success. 

 

2.4. Sports 

Sport, in business, an increasing volume of information is being collected and captured. Technological advances will fuel 

exponential growth in this area for the foreseeable future, as athletes are continuously monitored by tools as diverse as sports 

daily saliva, GPS systems and heart rate monitors tests. These statistics and many more like them are high performance in 

Big Data. These numbers there is a massive amount of potential insight and intelligence for trainers, administrators, coaches, 

athletes, sports medics and players. Injury prevention, competition, Preparation, and rehabilitation can all benefit by applying 

this approach.  

 

2.5. Education Systems  

By using big data analytics in field of education systems, remarkable results can be seen [9]. Data on students online 

behaviour can provide educators with important insights, such as if a student requires more attention, the class understanding 

of a topic is not clear, or if the course has to be modified. Students are required to answer accompanying questions as they go 

through the set of online content before class. By tracking the number of students that have completed the online module, the 

time taken and accuracy of their answers, a lecturer can be better informed of the profile of his students and modify the lesson 

plan accordingly. The analysis of data also clarify about the interest of student looking at time spent in online textbook, 

online lectures, notes etc. As result instructor can guide choosing the future path effectively. 

 

2.6. Gaming Industry  

The amount of data that video game players are generating on a daily basis is growing rapidaitely. Video game developers are 

using variety of IT techniques such as Hadoop to keep up the massive amount of gaming data that’s generated every day. 

People are playing video game and generated lot of data in separate areas: game data, player data and session data. In order to 

improve their game development, game experience, studios are turning to commercial Hadoop distributions such as MapR to 

analyze, collect and process data from these massive data streams. 
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2.7. Telecommunication Industry 

Telecommunications companies have unique advantage in marketplace by controlling the communication infrastructure. 

Today big challenges for telecommunication are volume, variety and complexity. Current data systems based on batch 

processing and traditional relation technology, they process big data in real time. Telcos combine ETL and traditional 

relational databases with big data technologies on a single platform [14]. Telcos technology parses, transforms and integrates 

the vast amount of data generated by location sensors, IPv6 devices, clickstream, CDRs, 4G networks and machine to 

machine monitors’ information. Telcos parse and transforms from multiple formats and sources including unstructured 

mobile, media, web and machine monitor provide data. Telcos masking, managing and identifying sensitive data for 

regulatory compliance. Cloud data integration helps to control over off-premise data managed in the cloud. 

 

3. THREE MAJOR BENEFITS  OF  BIGDATA 

Today, big data analytics is no longer just an experimental tool. Many companies have begun to achieve real results with the 

approach, and are expanding their efforts to encompass more data and models: 

 

3.1.Cost reduction 

Big data technologies like Hadoop and cloud-based analytics can provide substantial cost advantages. While comparisons 

between big data technology and traditional architectures (data warehouses and marts in particular) are difficult because of 

differences in functionality, a price comparison alone can suggest order-of-magnitude improvements. Well-established firms 

like Citi, Wells Fargo and USAA all have substantial Hadoop projects underway that exist alongside existing storage and 

processing capabilities for analytics.  

 

3.2.Faster, better decision making 

Analytics has always involved attempts to improve decision making, and big data doesn’t change that. Large organizations 

are seeking both faster and better decisions with big data, and they’re finding them. Driven by the speed of  Hadoop and in-

memory analytics, several companies I researched were focused on speeding up existing decisions. For example, Caesars, a 

leading gaming company that has long embraced analytics, is now embracing big data analytics for faster decision. 

Some firms are more focused on making better decisions analyzing new  sources of data. For example, health insurance giant 

United Healthcare is using “natural language processing” tools from SAS to better understand customer satisfaction and 

when to intervene to improve it 

 

3.3.New products and services 

Perhaps the most interesting use of big data analytics is to create new products and services for customers. Online companies 

have done this for a decade or so, but now predominantly offline firms are doing it too. GE, for example, has made a major 

investment in new service models for its industrial products using big data analytics. Verizon Wireless is also pursuing new 

offerings based on its extensive mobile device data. In a business unit called Precision Market Insights, Verizon is selling 

information about how often mobile phone users are in certain locations, their activities and backgrounds. Customers thus far 

have included malls, stadium owners and billboard firms. 

 

4. BIGDATA COMPONENTS ON HADOOP FRAMEWORK: 

Apache Hadoop in an open source software framework for storage and large scale processing of data sets on clusters of 

commodity hardware. Hadoop was developed by Doug cutting and mike cafarella in 2005.  

In the following section given the real time example of Yahoo’s Hadoop clusters connected 10,000 machines 

 

5. COMPONENTS OF HADOOP: 

Hadoop consists of these modules: 

 

5.1. Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS): 

A Distributed system that provides high-throughput to access the data. It is a distributed file system that helps to store large 

amounts of data in a definitive manner providing fault tolerant system. 

 

5.2. Hadoop Yarn/Map Reduce: 

A Frame work for job scheduling and cluster resource management. It process large amounts of data in a distributed and 

parallel environment on a cluster  

 

5.3. HBase: 

It is a scalable and distributed database that supports structured data storage for Large tables. It also provides for transactional 

kind of capabilities by allowing updates, inserts, deletions etc.HBase is a Hadoop database which is a non relational database 

that runs top of HDFS. 
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5.4. Pig: 

A high level data flow language and execution framework for parallel computation.Apache pig is a scripting language 

enables users to wirte Mapreducetransformationsincludingsummarizing/aggregation,joining,supporting,etc. One of the main 

features of PIG is parallel processing enabling it to handle large data sets. 

 

5.5.Hive: 

A Datawarehose architecture that provides data summarization and ad hoc querying.Hive is a datawarehose software tool is 

used for managing ,querying,summarizing,and analyzing large datasets. 

 

5.6.Sqoop: 

Sqoop is a software tool designed to transfer bulk data between hadoop and relational databases. Sqoop is used to import data 

from external databases into HDFS or Hbase  or Hive.It allows data imports from and data exports to external relational 

databases and parallel data processing. 

 

5.7.ZooKeeper: 

A High performance coordination for distributed applications Zookeeper allows operations,services in the hadoop 

framework.It is a centralized service used for maintaining configuration ,named registry provides data synchronization ,group 

services used by distributed applications.Zookeeper’s architecture supports high availability through redundant services. 

 

5.8.Avro: 

Avro is data serialization system,which serializes data in a compact binary data format and provides rich data structures and a 

container file for storing president data. It relies on schemas to read and write data.    

 

5.9.Cassandra: 

A Scalable multimaster database with no single points of failure. Apache Cassandra is high availability highly scalable high 

performance open source  distributed database management system having capability of  handling huge amount of  data 

across multiple servers.it provides fault tolerance and is decentralized. 

 

5.10.Mahout: 

A Scalable machine learning at data mining library  as per Wikipedia  the apache mahout is a project of the apache software 

foundation to produce free implementations of distributed or otherwise scalable machine learning algorithms focused 

primarily in the areas of  collaborative filter ,cluster and classification. 

 

5.11.Tez: 

A generalized data-flow programming framework, which provides a powerful and flexible engine to execute an arbitrary 

DAG of tasks to process data with batch and interactive processes. Tez is being adopted by Hive, pig and other networks in 

the hadoop eco system and also by other commercial software (eg ETL,tools)to replace Hadoop map reduce  as the  

underlying execution engine. 

 

5.12.Spark: 

A Fast and general compute engine for hadoop data .it is provides a simple and expressive programming model that provides  

a wide range of applications ,machine learning ,stream process and huge graph computation.Aparche Spark in fast data 

analytics and machine learning algorithmic  engine used for processing data at a large scale. Spark is integrated with hadoop 

and has an advanced analytical engine which makes it 100 times faster than Hadoop map reduce by utilizing in memory 

processing. 

 

5.13.Flume: 

Flume is a reliable distributes service for efficiently collecting, summating and going towards large amount of LOG Data. It 

helps the users make most use of valuable log data. It allows cascading data from different sources, collecting high quantity 

real time web logs.    

 

6. HADOOP CLUSTER:  

Hadoopcluster is a special type of computational cluster designed for storing and analyzing vast amount of unstructured data 

in a distributed computing environment.  

These clusters run on lowcost commodity computers. Hadoop clusters are often referred to as "shared nothing" systems 

because the only thing that is shared between nodes is the network that connectsthem. Large Hadoop Clusters are arranged in 

several racks. Network traffic between different nodes in the same rack is much more desirable than network traffic across 

the racks.  
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7. A REAL TIME EXAMPLE: 

Here is a picture of Yahoo's Hadoop cluster. 

They have more than 10,000 machines  running Hadoop and nearly 1 petabyte of user data.  

 

7.1 Hadoop Cluster Architecture: 

Let's try to understand Hadoop Cluster architecture with the help of an example.  

What would be typical Hadoop cluster setup for 4500 nodes??  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this case Hadoop Cluster would consists of 

 

 110 different racks 

 Each rack would have around 40 slave machine 

 At the top of each rack there is a rack switch 

 Each slave machine(rack server in a rack) has cables coming out it from both the ends 

 Cables are connected to rack switch at the top which means that top rack switch will have around 80 ports 

 There are global 8 core switches 

 The rack switch has uplinks connected to core switches and hence connecting all other racks with uniform bandwidth, 

forming the Cluster 

 In the cluster, you have few machines to act as Name node and as JobTracker. They are referred as Masters. These 

masters have different configuration favoring more DRAM and CPU and less local storage. 

 The majority of the machines acts as DataNode and Task Trackers and are referred as Slaves. These slave nodes have 

lots of local disk storage and moderate amounts of CPU and DRAM 
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7.2 Core Components of Hadoop Cluster: 

Hadoop cluster has 3 components: 

1. Client 

2. Master 

3. Slave 

 

The role of each components are shown in the below image. Let's try to understand these components one by one.  

 

 

7.2.1 Client: 

It is neither master nor slave, rather play a role of loading the data into cluster, submit Map Reduce jobs describing how the 

data should be processed and then retrieve the data to see the response after job completion.  

7.2.2 Masters: 

The Masters consists of 3 components Name Node, Secondary Node name and Job Tracker.  

 

 

7.2.3 NameNode: 

 Name Node does NOT store the files but only the file's metadata. In later section we will see it is actually the Data Node 

which stores the files. 

Name Node oversees the health of Data Node and coordinates access to the data stored in Data Node. Name node keeps track 

of all the file system related information such as to 

 Which section of file is saved in which part of the cluster 

 Last access time for the files 

 User permissions like which user have access to the file  

 

7.3 JobTracker: 

Job Tracker coordinates the parallel processing of data using Map Reduce.  

 

7.4 Secondary NameNode: 

Don't get confused with the name "Secondary".  
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Secondary Node is NOT the backup or high availability node for Name node.  

8. SO WHAT SECONDARY NODE DOES?  

The job of Secondary Node is to contact Name Node in aperiodic manner after certain time interval (by default 1 hour).  

Name Node which keeps all file system metadata in RAM  has no capability to process that metadata on to disk. So if Name 

Node crashes, you lose everything in RAM itself and you don't have any backup of file system. What secondary node does is 

it contacts Name Node in an hour and pulls copy of metadata information out of Name Node. It shuffle and merge this 

information into clean file folder and sent to back again to Name Node, while keeping a copy for itself. Hence Secondary 

Node is not the backup rather it does job of housekeeping. 

In case of Name Node failure, saved metadata can rebuild it easily.  

 

8.1 Slaves: 

Slave nodes are the majority of machines in Hadoop Cluster and are responsible to  

 Store the data 

 Process the computation 

Each slave runs both a Data Node and Task Tracker daemon which communicates to their masters. The Task Tracker daemon 

is a slave to the Job Tracker and the Data Node daemon a slave to the Name Node 

Characteristics 

 Fault tolerant, scalable, Efficient, reliable distributed storage system. 

 Moving computation to place of data 

Single cluster with computation and data. 

 Process huge amounts of data. 

 Scalable: store and process petabytes of data. 

• Economical:  

 It distributes the data and processing across clusters of commonly available computers.  

 Clusters PCs into a storage and computing platform.  

 It minimises no of CPU cycles, RAM on individual machines etc. 

• Efficient:  

 By distributing the data, Hadoop can process it in parallel on the nodes where the data is located. This makes it 

extremely rapid.  

 Computation is moved to place where data is present. 

• Reliable:  

 Hadoop automatically maintains multiple copies of data 

 Automatically redeploys computing tasks based on failures.  

 

9. CONCLUSION 

Big Data is going to extend growing during the next years, and each data scientist will have to manage much more amount of 

data every year. This data is going to be more diverse, larger, and faster. We discussed in this paper some insights about the 

topic, and what we consider the concerns and the main challenges for the future. And also included the various components 

of hadoop with real time example of yahoo cluster with hadoop.The main goal of our paper is to make a convass of various 
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big data applications that are use in IT industries or organization to store vast amount of data using technologies (Hadoop, 

HIVE, NoSQL, Mapreduce etc..) and given description about real time working of hadoop cluster. 
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